Abstract. We propose a superfast solver for Toeplitz linear systems based on rank structured matrix methods and randomized sampling. The solver uses displacement equations to transform a Toeplitz matrix T into a Cauchy-like matrix C, which is known to have low-numerical-rank offdiagonal blocks. Thus, we design a fast scheme for constructing a hierarchically semiseparable (HSS) matrix approximation to C, where the HSS generators have internal structures. Unlike classical HSS methods, our solver employs randomized sampling techniques together with fast Toeplitz matrixvector multiplications, and thus converts the direct compression of the off-diagonal blocks of C into the compression of much smaller blocks. A strong rank-revealing QR factorization method is used to generate/preserve certain special structures, and also to ensure stability. A fast ULV HSS factorization scheme is provided to take advantage of the special structures. We also propose a precomputation procedure for the HSS construction so as to further improve the efficiency. The complexity of these methods is significantly lower than some similar Toeplitz solvers for large matrix size n. Detailed flop counts are given, with the aid of a rank relaxation technique. The total cost of our methods includes O(n) flops for HSS operations and O(n log 2 n) flops for matrix multiplications via FFTs, where n is the order of T . Various numerical tests on classical examples, including ill-conditioned ones, demonstrate the efficiency, and also indicate that the methods are stable in practice. This work shows a practical way of using randomized sampling in the development of fast rank structured methods.
Introduction.
In this work, we consider the solution of Toeplitz linear systems. Toeplitz systems arise in many numerical and engineering applications, such as PDE and integral equation solutions, image and signal processing, time series analysis, orthogonal polynomials, etc. A Toeplitz system looks like
where T is a Toeplitz matrix in the following form: [28] . Methods requiring less than O(n 2 ) costs (or roughly O(n) costs) are called superfast solvers. However, some fast and superfast algorithms are unstable. See [4, 6, 14, 41] for some discussions. Stable generalized Schur algorithms [13, 27] and look-ahead algorithms [8] are proposed to enhance the numerical stability. Superfast solvers with stabilization also exist [44] . Preconditioning techniques are first studied in [35, 39] . See [7, 34] and a survey paper [9] , as well as the references therein. Fast displacement-equation type algorithms in [15, 17, 21, 22, 23] are numerically or analytically shown to be stable. Some of these methods transform T into a Cauchy-like matrix C using displacement structures [26] and then solve C.
Displacement structures and a low-rank property.
Displacement structures are first introduced in [26] . Selected detailed studies can be found in [15, 21, 24, 36, 38] . It is straightforward to verify that the following Sylvester-type displacement equation for T holds:
where G ∈ R n×d , H ∈ R n×d , and Z t = ( Equation (1.5) indicates that C is a Cauchy-like matrix in the following form:
, whereĜ i is the ith row ofĜ, andĤ j is the jth row ofĤ. Thus with FFTs, the system (1.1) can be converted into a Cauchy-like system (1.8) Cx = b, where x = F n D 0 x and b = F n b. Such a strategy for Toeplitz solutions is first used in [21] . The matrix C and similar representations have a low-rank property [12, 33] . That is, its off-diagonal blocks have small numerical ranks for a given tolerance, which are bounded by O(log n). Based on this property, two superfast and numerically stable Toeplitz solvers are developed in [12, 33] . The solvers compress the off-diagonal blocks of C or its variations and approximate C by rank structured matrices. (Here by compression, we mean the computation of a truncated SVD or a rank-revealing factorization.) The method in [12] first uses O(n 2 log n) flops to approximate the following Cauchy matrix in a precomputation stage:
(1.9) C = 1 ω 2(i−1) − ω 2j−1 1≤i,j≤n .
Then a rank structured approximation to C, called a sequentially semiseparable (SSS) matrix [11] , can be constructed with about O(n log 2 n) cost. After this, (1.1) can be solved quickly with about O(n log n) cost. The method in [33] has similar complexity.
Main results.
The methods in [12, 33] need O(n 2 log n) ∼ O(n 2 log 2 n) flops for precomputations, and then O(n log 2 n) flops for the structure construction and solution for (1.8) . They use only the low-rank property of C and ignore its Cauchylike structure. Here, we consider further taking advantage of this special Cauchy-like structure (in fast matrix-vector multiplications) as well as special matrix forms (e.g., (3.10)-(3.11)), so as to reduce the costs of rank structured operations to O(n) after an O(n log 2 n) cost for FFTs. We achieve this from several aspects. One aspect is that we use randomized sampling together with fast Toeplitz matrixvector multiplications. The ideas of randomized sampling for constructing rank structured approximations have been extensively studied, and are shown to be very useful in dealing with rank deficiency [29, 30, 31, 37] (and others). As one example, to compress a low-rank block Φ, multiply a random matrix X to Φ. The product ΦX is then compressed with rank-revealing factorizations, which gives the compression information of Φ [29] . For a given matrix with small off-diagonal ranks, the method in [31] uses O(1) such matrix multiplications to approximate the matrix by a rank structured form called hierarchically semiseparable (HSS) matrix [10, 46] . An HSS matrix is a data-sparse form given by a sequence of internal small dense matrices (called generators). The method in [30] uses O(log n) multiplications without knowing the entries of the original matrix. Here, it is well known that Toeplitz matrix-vector products can be quickly computed [16] . Together with (1.7), we can compute the product of the Cauchy-like matrix C with an n × O(log n) Gaussian random matrix X as needed here in O(n log 2 n) flops via FFTs. Then, we use a procedure similar to the one in [31] to approximate C by an HSS matrix.
Another aspect is that we use a special HSS form by incorporating additional structures into the HSS generators. The generators obtained from the off-diagonal block compression via randomized sampling has certain special structure (e.g., (3.5) ). Unlike the method in [31] which uses an extra step to reorthonormalize an HSS form, we avoid this step to not only save the cost but also preserve the special structures. In fact, the special structures of the generators can be used to improve the HSS solution efficiency.
By taking advantage of both the Cauchy-like and additional structures, we gain significant improvements to classical HSS algorithms. Unlike some inversion-based algorithms, we propose special ULV-type [10, 46] HSS factorization and solution methods which are often more efficient. The complexity of all these algorithms is O(n), and is significantly lower than both standard HSS methods [45] and the structured operations in the Toeplitz solvers in [12, 33] . We give detailed flop counts, which are not available in the Toeplitz solvers in [12, 33] or the randomized sampling methods in [30, 31] . We also use an idea of rank relaxation [45] so that even if the off-diagonal rank bound of C is O(log n), we can still achieve truly O(n) complexity in the HSS operations, in practice, instead of O(n log n) or more. The usage of strong RRQR factorizations leads to a stable process, which is verified by numerical experiments. A variety of Toeplitz examples, especially ill-conditioned ones, demonstrate both the efficiency and the accuracy of our methods.
We also discuss a precomputation procedure to first compress the off-diagonal blocks of C, which depends on n only, instead of the entries of T . The information is then used in the HSS construction for C so as to further reduce or avoid the cost of multiplying C and the random matrix X. The total precomputation cost is only O(n) (after FFTs), in contrast with O(n 2 log n) or O(n 2 log 2 n) in [12, 33] . This version is especially useful when there are multiple T of the same large size.
Outline.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 provides brief discussions of HSS representations and the low-rank property of C. The HSS construction, factorization, and solution procedures for C are presented in section 3. Section 4 then briefly describes an HSS construction method with precomputations. A variety of numerical examples are shown in section 5, and we draw some concluding remarks in section 6. The following notation is used in the presentation:
• 
2.
Hierarchically semiseparable matrices and the low-rank property.
2.1. Review of hierarchically semiseparable representations. HSS representations enable us to conveniently take advantage of the low-rank property of the Cauchy-like matrix in (1.7). An n × n HSS matrix A with postordering notation is defined hierarchically in terms of three components [46] :
(1) There is a full binary tree T with nodes labeled as i = 1, 2, . . . , which are postordered. That is, any nonleaf node i has a left child c 1 and a right child c 2 , ordered as c 1 < c 2 < i. 
ators) associated with the nodes i = 1, 2, . . . , so that for any nonleaf node i and its children c 1 and c 2 ,
Initially, the U , V generators are defined for leaf nodes, and R, W generators are defined for all nodes. R, W are called translation operators and are used to recursively reconstruct the U , V generators associated with i from those associated with c 1 and c 2 [10] . If i = root(T ), then D i ≡ A, and U i , V i , R i , W i , B i are set to be empty matrices (since root(T ) is associated with a diagonal block which is the entire A, instead of any off-diagonal block). Then A is said to be in an HSS form with the corresponding HSS tree T . See Figure 2 .1 for an example. Note that we use matrix transposes V T in (2.1) even if A is complex. This is convenient for our operations below. 
Low-rank property of C.
According to [12] and section 4, the numerical rank of an HSS block of C in (1.7) is at most twice that of the corresponding HSS block of C in (1.9). Thus to examine the low-rank property of C, it is sufficient to look at C. The HSS rank of C can be shown to be at most O(log n) [12, 33] . In Figure 2 .2, we plot the numerical ranks of the HSS block rows of two Cauchy matrices C. Each matrix is hierarchically partitioned into l max levels of HSS blocks. At level l = 0, 1, . . . , l max , the HSS block has row size N l = n/2 l and numerical rank r l . Clearly, when l decreases, N l doubles, but r l only increases slightly. In fact, Figure 2 .2 indicates that r l increases much slower than O(log N l ) (it is roughly in the pattern of O(log log N l ) in this computation).
Although not yet analytically justified, this is observed to hold numerically, in practice. This observation is useful for the derivation of the truly linear complexity of our HSS construction and solution as in section 3.6.
3. Fast HSS construction and solution for the Cauchy-like system. In this section, we study the fast construction of an HSS approximation to C in (1.7). Let r be the HSS rank of C. Then r = O(log n). Unlike the HSS construction algorithm for a general dense matrix (which costs O(rn 2 ) flops or more), here we need only O(n log 2 n) flops for C. The main framework of our method is listed in Table 3 .1. 
Stage
Step Section 
Fast matrix-vector multiplication for C.
Our HSS construction for C needs the multiplication of C with an n × (r + μ) Gaussian random matrix X, where r is the HSS rank of C, and μ is a small integer. (The values of r + μ in some practical examples are shown in section 5.) According to (1.7), we have
H n X can be obtained efficiently and stably via FFT and diagonal scaling. Thus, we need to compute TX. This can be done quickly by extending the Toeplitz matrix to a circulant matrix (see, e.g., [16] )
where S is a Toeplitz matrix generated by the Toeplitz vector (
T . Then T can be diagonalized by the normalized inverse DFT matrix F 2n (defined in (1.4)):
Thus,
The last product can be quickly computed via FFTs and diagonal scaling, and its first half is TX. The total cost for computing CX with (3.1) and (3.2) is about 40(r + μ)n log n flops for FFTs. Note that such a fast multiplication scheme works since C is obtained from T , and is generally not applicable to an arbitrary Cauchy-like matrix.
Compression method:
Structure-preserving rank-revealing factorization via randomized sampling. The construction of an HSS form usually involves hierarchical compression of the HSS blocks. Without loss of generality, assume Φ is an M × N block with numerical rank α. Compute a strong rank-revealing RQ factorization [18] 
where P is a permutation matrix. Let
To ensure stability, the permutations are done by increasing det(R 1 ) so that the entries of |E| are small enough [18] . The increase of the determinant can be quickly detected. Rewrite (3.3) as
where Φ|Î is a submatrix of Φ with row indicesÎ. This holds due to the permutation and identity matrices. To emphasize the fact that Φ|Î preserves part of the structure of Φ, we call (3.4) a structure-preserving rank-revealing (SPRR) factorization of Φ. This factorization is closely related to skeleton approximations [43] , and is also called interpolative decomposition [29, 31] or subset selection decomposition [25] . A similar decomposition called representative row/column selection is also studied in [19] based on strong rank-revealing LU factorizations.
To enhance the efficiency of the compression, especially when the size of Φ is large, (3.4) can be combined with random sampling [29, 31] . Generate an N × (α + μ) Gaussian random matrix X 1 , where μ is a small integer. Next, apply the SPRR factorization to the product of Φ and X 1 , which is a much smaller matrix:
Then an approximate factorization of A can be obtained as [29] (3.5)
It is shown in [20, 29, 32] that, under very mild assumptions for μ, the probability for the approximation error to satisfy the following relationship is 1 − 6μ −μ :
where σ α+1 is the (α + 1)st singular value of Φ. For example, if μ = 20, then the probability of failure is less than 10 −17 . If, in addition, M = N = 1000, α = 100, and σ α+1 = 10 −15 , then the right-hand side in (3.6) is about 3.8 × 10 −12 . In practice, the bound often overestimates the error. In our tests below, we use μ = 10 as in [31] and a relative tolerance 10 −15 (for σ 1 /σ α+1 ). This SPRR factorization has more advantages other than structure preservation. It uses only matrix-vector multiplications without requiring the explicit entries of Φ. If α N , the compression of Y 1 is significantly faster than that of Φ.
HSS construction for C.
Our HSS construction algorithm has a scheme similar to the one in [31] , but with additional structures fully considered and without using any extra reorthonormalization. Also, we use postordered traversal of a given HSS tree T . Assume r is the HSS rank of C, and the HSS block row i have row dimension m i and starting row index l i . That is,
First, use the method in section 3.1 to compute
(In [31] , two Gaussian random matrices are generated. Here, one is sufficient.) Next, we show the HSS construction process following the traversal of the nodes i = 1, 2, . . . of T . We compress the HSS blocks hierarchically to get the HSS generators 
See 
(To simplify the notation, r is used to denote the numerical ranks of all HSS blocks.) Then
(ii) A nonleaf node i Also, let
where the identity matrices (as additional structures) are used to save the multiplication cost. Since C 
If i is a nonleaf node, assume c 1 and c 2 are the left and right children of i, respectively, which have been visited before. Let Due to recursion, all generators associated with c 1 and c 2 are available, and
For example, the first formula in (3.16) is a direct result of the steps associated with c 1 , (3.10), and (3.18), together with (2.2). Therefore, we can ignore existing U , V generators in our further compression as follows:
See Figure 3 .1(ii). Similarly,
. This means we need only compress
Compute SPRR factorizations
Also, letŶ
where, again, the identity matrices are useful in saving the multiplication cost. Similarly, use (3.14) to update the indices. Then the process repeats for the nodes in T . The algorithm is summarized as follows.
Algorithm 1 (HSS construction for C).
• Compute the products (3.8) 18)-(3.19) , not only to avoid the extra cost, but also to preserve the internal structures (permutations and identity matrices).
Fast ULV HSS factorization.
For notational convenience, we do not distinguish between C and its HSS approximation. Here, we directly use the special forms of U i , V i , R i , W i to compute a ULV-type factorization. (ULV represents a sequence of orthonormal and triangular factors. Here, the factors may be special structured matrices.) Standard ULV HSS factorization [10, 46] has three main steps:
(1) Introduce zeros into HSS block row i by introducing zeros into U i or R i . 
This also needs a dense matrix multiplicationD
Here, since U i and R i have special forms as in (3.10) and (3.18), respectively, this step can be significantly improved. That is, we can avoid the QR step and also reduce the matrix multiplication cost. Our ULV factorization has a framework similar to those in [10, 46] (where pictorial representations are available), but is much faster with internal structured operations. Again, we traverse the tree T for nodes i = 1, 2, . . . .
If i is a leaf, according to (3.10), the following formula automatically introduces zeros into U i without any actual cost:
That is, in (3.21), we simply set
Then we also update the diagonal block D i as
Note that this requires only the multiplication of E i with the pivot block of P 
UpdateD i and the HSS block column C
whereṼ i is partitioned conformably. Therefore,D i;1,1 can be eliminated. Similarly, the blocks associated with the sibling node of i can also be partially eliminated. If i is a nonleaf node, its children c 1 and c 2 can be removed from T , and i becomes a leaf with new generators
(Here, D i , U i , V i are used for notational convenience, and they are not the original generators associated with i.) This is the merge process. Note that, due to (3.18)-(3.19), we have
The formation of V i can also take advantage of the identity matrix. Here again, due to the form U i , we can apply the same procedure to node i as in the step for a leaf. Thus, the fast elimination steps repeat, until we reach the root node where a direct LU factorization is used.
Fast ULV HSS solution.
Similarly, the solution for (1.8) (with the ULV factors of the HSS approximation to C) can also be quickly computed. The framework follows those in [10, 46] . Initially, partition b into individual pieces b i following all the leaf level D i sizes. The solution consists of two stages.
The first stage is a forward substitution process. For a leaf i, let
The multiplication forb i can be quickly conducted. For a nonleaf node i with children 
This process then continues in a top-down traversal of T . When it finishes, we just need to merge the x i pieces associated with all leaves i to form the solution x.
3.6. Complexity, rank relaxation, and accuracy. To estimate the complexity, we list the flop counts of some basic matrix operations in Table 3 .2. Here, we need only count the cost of the HSS block row compression, since the block column compression cost is the same. For simplicity, assume all HSS blocks have numerical ranks r and m i = m = O(r). Also letr = r + μ, which is close to r. [16] . The SPRR factorization uses the RRQR factorization.
Operation
Flops Product of an m × q matrix and an q × r matrix 2mqr RRQR factorization of an m × q matrix with rank r 4mqr − 2r 2 (m + q) + The flop counts for the main steps of the HSS construction for C are listed as follows, with low-order terms dropped:
• Matrix multiplications:
-Computing the product CX: 40rn log n. respectively. We then compare the performance of our methods with some similar ones from several aspects. First, if m is chosen to be 2r as often used in HSS methods [45] , we get the costs as illustrated in Table 3 .3. The methods are much more efficient than classical HSS methods. 2 n flops when m = 2r [45] , and it even destroys the special structures in the generators.
Furthermore, even our bounds above can be further improved. Assume, for the HSS block rows corresponding to the nodes at level l of the HSS tree T , the row size is N l = N/2 l and the maximum numerical rank is r l . (Here, the root is at level 0 and the leaves are at the largest level l max .) According to the idea of rank relaxation in [45] , when N l and r l increase (as l decreases along the tree levels) following certain patterns, HSS algorithms may achieve similar orders of complexity as when r l = O (1) . Here as observed in section 2, r l ≤ O(log N l ) = O(l max − l) in practice. Thus, let m = O(1) so that r lmax = O(1). The count (3.25) is essentially improved to
Therefore, the actual HSS construction cost is truly linear in n, in practice. This also holds for the ULV factorization and solution. Thus, the costs of our methods are
Remark 2. The accuracy of the method can be roughly discussed as follows:
(1) The HSS blocks of C have fast decaying singular values, and C can be accurately approximated by our HSS construction scheme. The compression of each HSS block introduces an error that satisfies the bound in (3.6) with a high probability. (The bound is related to the tolerance.) Such a bound is then magnified by an appropriate factor in the hierarchical compression. In general, this often overestimates the error, as observed in other HSS methods [10, 46] and randomized HSS methods or similar [30, 31] . (2) The original ULV HSS factorization methods in [10, 46] produce a sequence of intermediate QR factorizations. This converts the HSS matrix into the products of smaller orthogonal and triangular matrices at the hierarchical levels, which can be used to solve HSS systems stably. Here, these QR factorizations are replaced by a stable process (3.22) . Also, the pivot growth factor is generally much smaller than the worst case bound in the classical LU factorization [19] . This helps ULV HSS schemes achieve good accuracies. Our numerical tests below indicate that our method works well also for ill-conditioned problems, although a mathematical justification is not yet available. A comprehensive error and stability analysis will be conducted in future work. A closely related study can be found in [3] .
Precomputations.
The previous HSS construction algorithm requires the SPRR factorizations of Φ i and Θ i for each node i. We can further improve the efficiency of the HSS construction and randomized sampling by using a precomputation stage. As pointed out in [12] , we can first compress the HSS blocks of the Cauchy matrix C in (1.9). The compression steps in section 3.3 can be significantly improved so that the SPRR factorizations take only O(log 3 n) flops. Also, the multiplication with X is needed only in this precomputation. This is briefly explained as follows.
Due to the special structure of C, its compression can be performed with high efficiency. That is, at each level of the HSS tree, only one block needs to be compressed. Then a shifting strategy similar to the one in [12] can be used to get the compressed forms for other blocks at the same level. Similarly, the column compression stage can also take advantage of the compression information from the row compression stage.
The compression information from C can then be used to quickly compute an HSS approximation to C. Without loss of generality, we consider only a leaf node i. 
whereĜ andĤ are given in (1.6) andĜ| (li:li+mi−1),1 is the vector given by rows l i to l i + m − 1 of the first column ofĜ. Then to preserve the structure of C − i in the factorization, we further compute an SPRR factorization
Thus, due to the special structure of U i (permutation and identity matrix), we have
Therefore, we get a factorization (4.2) that is similar to (3.12) and still preserves the Cauchy-like structure of
. This idea can be modified to handle upper level HSS blocks similarly. After the precomputation stage, the HSS construction for C costs only O(n) flops.
Remark 3. The cost of the SPRR factorization (4.1) is comparable to that of (3.10). However, we save the cost of ξ 0 = O(n log 2 n) which is needed only in the precomputation. In practice, ξ 0 is insignificant if n is not very large. Hence, the scheme with precomputations is suitable for large n. This section shows the potential of this precomputation stage for multiple T of the same large n, and the details will appear in future work. Our current implementation and numerical experiments in the next section focus on the previous direct HSS construction for C without precomputations. This direct version gives satisfactory results and is sufficient in general.
Numerical experiments.
In this section, we test our algorithm (denoted NEW) in section 3, which is implemented in MATLAB on a Unix machine. For convenience, we use the following notation in the experiments:
• m is the leaf level HSS block row size.
•r = r + μ is the column size of X as in section 3.3.
• ξ constr (NEW) = ξ 0 + ξ 1 and ξ sol (NEW) = ξ 2 + ξ 3 as in (3.26) are the flop counts of the HSS construction and solution, respectively, for C by NEW.
is the relative error, where x is the exact solution to T x = b and x is the numerical one.
• γ 2 = ||Tx−b||2 |Tx|+|b| 2 is the relative residual for the numerical solution.
• σ is the storage size, such as the total number of nonzeros in the factors. Example 1. Matrix A: The KMS Toeplitz matrix [42] defined by the Toeplitz vector t with (2)) is for the accuracies of NEW without (or with two steps of ) iterative refinement.
Our method NEW is compared with four other methods (also in MATLAB):
• SSS: The superfast solver in [11] based on SSS structures. SSS uses an O(n 2 ) complexity precomputation procedure, whose cost is excluded here. (Even if so, NEW is still much faster than SSS in general, as illustrated below.)
• DIS: The fast solver in [2] with displacement structures.
• SCH1: The superfast Schur algorithm in [40] with improved stability.
• SCH2: The superfast Schur algorithm in [1] . For the case when ϕ = 0.5 in (5.1), the Toeplitz matrix T is well conditioned. For example, when n = 10 3 , the 2-norm condition number κ 2 ≈ 9. The flops, timings (in MATLAB), and accuracies of the algorithms are shown in Figure 5 .1. The relative tolerance in RRQR factorizations is set to be 10 −15 in all our tests, although sometimes a larger tolerance may save some costs. We also show the solution costs of NEW and SSS after the factorizations in Figure 5 .2, where b is generated with T x, and x is random. For ϕ = 1 − 10 −12 in (5.1), T is ill conditioned, and the results are given in Figure 5 .3. We make the following observations:
• The total costs, timings, and factorization costs of NEW are roughly linear in n. In In fact, in Figures 5.1(i) , NEW starts to be faster than SSS, DIS, and SCH1 around n = 2 9 , 2 13 , and 2 15 , respectively. In Figure 5 .3(i), such break-even points are even smaller.
• The storage of NEW is also nearly O (n). When n is around 2 15 , NEW requires less storage than all the other methods except DIS (which is much slower).
• NEW performs better for the ill-conditioned case, both in the costs and the accuracies. When n gets large, the other methods either require too much memory, are too slow, or break down. For example, in Figure 5 .3, SCH1 and SCH2 produce NaN results in MATLAB. For the well-conditioned case, NEW gives relatively lower accuracies. However, high accuracies can be quickly reached with few steps of iterative refinement.
• Note that NEW is also very flexible, and works for general n and (nonsymmetric/indefinite) T . However, SCH1 and SCH2 works only for symmetric positive definite T . Currently, SCH1 also requires n to be a power of 2. Example 2. Then we test the algorithm NEW on various matrices as follows:
• Matrix B: The Toeplitz vector t that defines the matrix T is t −(n−1):−1 = 1 + randn(n − 1, 1)/n, t 0:n−1 = 1 + randn(n, 1)/n, where randn(n, 1) generates n normally distributed random numbers. T is mildly ill conditioned. • Matrix C: The Prolate Toeplitz matrix defined by
This is a classical test matrix which is very ill conditioned [15, 17] . Here, we use ω = 1/4. • Matrix D: The Toeplitz matrix defined by
The matrix has a 2-norm condition number κ 2 ≈ 0.363n 2 e 3.07/ [5] . Here, we choose = 1 8 , and then κ 2 ≈ 1.7n 2 × 10 10 .
• Matrix E: The Toeplitz matrix defined following a Gaussian radial basis function as
The matrix has a condition number
2 ) and is highly ill conditioned for small [5] . Here, we choose = The results are shown in Table 5 .1. We see that the construction and solution costs and storage still follow the patterns of nearly linear complexity. NEW gives small residuals for all the matrices. In some cases, the solution errors are relatively larger for large n and κ 2 . We may similarly use iterative refinement to improve the accuracies. (1) otherwise, where rand(1) generates a random number from uniform distribution in (0, 1). NEW is compared with two methods: Levinson: The Levinson algorithm in [8] .
GEPP: Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. For this matrix, both the straightforward GEPP and the Levinson algorithm fail since they produce huge element growth [17] . See Table 5 .2. Here, NEW still provides reasonably good accuracies. In comparison, Levinson works only for small n, and quickly fails to produce meaningful results. GEPP fails for all the matrix sizes in the table. Thus instead, for GEPP, we show the growth factors which are very large. 6. Conclusions and future work. In this paper, we study superfast structured Toeplitz solutions based on an SPRR factorization and randomized sampling. The Cauchy-like matrix C can be approximated quickly by an HSS matrix in O(n) flops for block compression and O(n log 2 n) flops for FFTs. One solver we propose is significantly faster than an existing one based on SSS methods and some other methods for large n. Strong rank-revealing factorizations are used for stability. We also briefly show an HSS construction procedure with precomputations, where the compression costs only O(log 3 n) after FFTs. This construction procedure is especially useful if n is very large and if there are multiple Toeplitz matrices of the same size.
The discussions here provide the possibility of developing new fast versions. For example, it is possible to compute the products such as CX and Φ i in (3.9) just once in the precomputation. After this, the HSS construction for C involves just O(n) cost block compression. This will appear in our future work. The current version without precomputation gives superior results.
This work also shows a practical way of using randomized sampling in the development of new efficient structured methods.
